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The 1975 Gouffre Berger Expedition
This is my personal account of the 1975 Berger expedition, with some comments in italics from
other team members. I also want to acknowledge the contribution of Paddy O’Reilly for the
high quality photographs that he rescued from the past.
In 1975 a group of cavers based in Ireland, Wales and Mendip mounted an expedition to the
Gouffre Berger outside Grenoble in France. It was the second deepest cave in the world when
we went there.
The trip was mostly funded by the cavers themselves, but a grant of £125 from the Sports
Council of Northern Ireland was important in ensuring the expedition’s security. Most of the
organising was carried out by Hywel Ball (Leader), Jeff Phillips (Treasurer) and Paddy O’Reilly
(Secretary) with help from Mick Day and Pete Francis.
We travelled by car to the heights of la Molière on the Sornin Plateau, south of Grenoble,
camped in the trees nearby (no longer possible) and based ourselves there for our attempt on
the cave.
We were one of the first groups to use SRT for the many pitches. Abseil devices were standard,
but a special roller chest box was developed by Maurice Neill of Belfast, to keep the caver
vertical and allow him or her to easily climb the rope (Appendix 2). Thus it was possible for us
to make the descent and ascent a much easier business.
This was markedly demonstrated by a trip by Jeff Philips and Pete Lord who did the round trip
to the sump and back out in 9 hours 15 minutes, knocking over 2 hours off the previous record.
I had just qualified as a geologist and had not had time to put in enough training, but I was still
able to make the trip to Camp 1 without difficulty using the new techniques.
A previous expedition to the system had used ladders and ropes and had had a drama in the
system, so that they had abandoned their equipment, usually in the plunge pools at the bottom
of wet shafts! This was retrieved and helped swell the tackle that was auctioned off at the end
of the expedition to offset the outstanding bills.
Having achieved our goals, we were also able to visit other caves and show caves in the region,
before driving back to catch the ferry to Ireland. We cut it very fine and were the third last and
last cars that boarded.
A magnificent expedition. The only fly in the ointment was that another French cave was
deepened whilst we were in the cave and the Berger had been relegated to third deepest in the
world!!

2nd April 2018
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Getting Across France

Gareth Maurice Carl (KO’H)

My Daf en Vercors, St. Nizier plateau behind (GLlJ) Carl Atkinson, Hywel Ball on the road up to la Molière (GLlJ)
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Arrival and Camping

Gareth Jones touring in the Vercors

Deirdre and the Alps from the parking place (GLlJ)

Car Park. Gareth’s Daf, Maurice’s Citroen, Kevin’s Cortina, The Alps (KO’H)

Paddy O’Reilly unloading his Opel (MO)
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Area map

Early morning tea – Mike Orr and the Irish Flag (PO’R) Mike, Susan O’Reilly, Dave Drew (PO’R)

Pete Lord cooks up on the road side (PO’R)

Mike Orr keeps clean shaven (PO’R)
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Main camp at La Moliere (PO’R)

Beef in the camp (GLlJ)

Kevin O’Hagan & Carl cooking (GLlJ)

Ablutions (GLlJ)
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Carl & Gareth at the camp site (KO’H)

Pete, Nigel, Chuck, Tish, Kevin, Carl (GLlJ)

Dave, Pete, xx, xx, Maurice, Martin, Gareth D, Tish, Nigel, Tony, Chris, Mike, Dave Underhill, Chuck, Nerys, Hywel (GLlJ)
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Carl, Gareth, Maurice Neill, Hywel, xx, Kevin, (GLlJ)

Kevin, Bomber, Dave, Pete (GLlJ)

Bomber, Pete Francis, Martyn Farr, Martin Bishopp, Dave.

Mike, Chuck Richardson, Carl (GLlJ)

Camp fire (KO’H)
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Martyn, Martin, Tony, Dave, Carl, Chuck, Chris (GLlJ)

Storm approaching (GLlJ)

xx, Gareth Davies, Hywel, Tish, Bomber (GLlJ)

Multiple lightning strikes (GLlJ)

The Walk-In to the Gouffre Berger Entrance, across the Sornin Plateau

Trail to Gouffre Berger entrance (PO’R)
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Carl, Kevin on the hot walk-in across Berger Polje (GLlJ)
(KO’H)

Dave, Pete Francis, Martyn Farr, Bomber Beaumont on the walk-in to the Berger (PO’R)
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Maurice at the Berger entrance (GLlJ)

Official Permission
With regard to your request of June
18th 1974 for permission to explore
the Berger Cave, I have pleasure in
granting you that permission for
August 1st - 15th 1975.
Kindly send me in advance
- your undertaking to respect the
local laws currently in force
- a list of the members of your
expedition
- the name of the doctor
accompanying you (it is
compulsory for one to be part of
the team)
- a certificate from the insurance
company covering you for
unlimited risks in case of a
possible rescue operation
- Please note that you must have
telephone communication with the
surface
And you are expressly forbidden to
dive in the terminal sump
Yours respectfully
the Mayor of Engins, Sept 21st 1974
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Local Press

“Le Dauphine Libéré” Isere 4th August 1975
Today a team of Irishmen will descend into the Berger Cave.
Grenoble - Summer is irrefutably the best season for caving. After all nothing is
more pleasant than cooling off in a few caverns. Our region has the good fortune to
offer enthusiasts of this sport kilometre upon kilometre of meanders to explore.
The Berger Cave forms an attraction for speleologists. Every year a group of
explorers arrives. From tomorrow it is a team of Irish cavers that will descend into
the most famous cave of all - with the desire of possibly going even deeper, even
further.
The Irish cavers will also take the opportunity to be part of scientific experiments
since there will be a professor of biology amongst them.
This is what is different about sports such as climbing and caving; they allow people
to push themselves further, to have a deeper knowledge of themselves. And that
may one day be a matter of survival.
The Irishmen will not be alone in the cave. An English caving-team, Hywell Bull (sic)
of London will also descend into it. (Confused journalist!)
In the second two weeks of August it will be cavers from Carpentras who will come
and explore one of the most beautiful underground treasures.
We can only wish all involved the best of luck.
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Le Dauphiné Libéré, 5th August 1975
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Le Dauphiné Libéré, 5th August 1975.
Isère
SPÉLÉOLOGIE
Some Thirty English and Irish are exploring the Gouffre Berger
Grenoble – 30 English and Irish speleologists have been established on the Molière Plateau
since the start of August. The goal of this expedition is of course the famous gouffre Berger.
Coming from all over England, from Wales, from Belfast and from Dublin they are all linked
by a wish to explore.
We found them first at their camp on the Molière Plateau. The Expedition leader, Mr. Hywell
Ball, a professor of biology from Belfast, is based there, with his team, until the 15th August.
During this time, in turns, the cavers will descend into the cave. At the time of our visit seven
of them had already been underground since the previous day, while eight others were taking
the path to join them.
The aim of these preliminary descents was to install the different depots for refueling and
necessary equipment.
To run their expedition, the English and the Irish have brought 300kg of food, 200kg of
carbide and almost two tonnes of materials.
However, one of the team members told us that this “light” equipment was needed for a
preparatory expedition.
The group leader told us that a bigger expedition would undoubtedly be organised next year
The English and the Irish will take advantage of this opportunity to test a new piece of
equipment, i.e. a new harness for the descent, which has a new automatic stop system in case
of a fall.
On our arrival, we found a group fully ready on the Molière Plateau, namely Dave Underhill,
Nigel Yarwood, Garath Davies (sic), Paddy O’Reilly and Mike Orr who in a few hours would
join their friends who had left the previous day.
The Irish and British speleologists’ objective is to reach the terminal sump of the cave at
minus 1,122 metres.

Figure captions:
Base camp is sited on the edge of the La Molière Plateau
Last deliberations between Dave Underhill, Higez Yacwood (Nigel Yarwood), Garath Davies
and Mike Orr (Martyn Farr)
The descent into the cave begins (Martyn Farr)
Expedition Leader Hywell Ball gets his equipment ready
Thanks to Bethan Harrison for assistance with the translations, all faults are mine!
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Starting Down The Entrance Pitches

The well-dressed Berger caver in 1975

Paddy O’Reilly starts down (KO’H)

Paddy O'Reilly on the Berger entrance pitch

Carl starts down the entrance pitch (GLlJ)
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Carl abseiling down the entrance pitch (GLlJ)

The entrance pitches (ANOther)
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Gareth Davies rappelling
into Cairn Hall (MF)

Gareth Davies, Hywel Ball, Chuck
Richardson, Mike Orr in Cairn Hall (MF)
Hywel Ball, Mike Orr in rift passage
off Cairn Hall (MF)
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Rivière sans Étoiles - Starless River passage

Rivière sans Étoiles - Starless River passage (PO’R)
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Mike Orr at the top of Puit Aldo (PO’R).

Gouffre Berger, France

Aldo’s Pitch (?DM)

Maurice in Bourgin Hall (?DM)

Mike in Bourgin Hall (PO’R)

Paddy O’Reilly silhouetted in Bourgin Hall (PO’R)
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Handline Traverses Past Deep Pools

Mike Orr traversing the pool at a small cascade (PO’R)

The Tyrolienne handline traverse (PO’R)
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Le Grand Éboulis

The Great Boulder Heap (MF)
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The Hall Of The Thirteen

Edge of Hall of 13 (KO’H)

Drunken Forest (MF)

Mike
Orr
admires
the
Drunken
Forest
(PO’R)

Carl in the Hall of the 13 (GLlJ)

Hall of the 13 (MF)
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Hall of 13 Stalagmite cluster (MF)

Paddy O’Reilly selfie in Hall of the Thirteen (PO’R)
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Salle Germain, Site of Camp 1

Che (Gwyn Jones) at Camp 1. (MF)

Near Salle Germain (MF)

Salle Germain

(ANOther)

Mike Orr getting
ready to crawl into
his sleeping bag at
Camp 1 near
Germain Hall
(PO’R)
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Descent of the Lower Pitches to the Terminal Sump

Descent from The Balcony (PO’R)

Balcony Pitch (?DM)

Maurice Neill at The Enormous Cascade (?DM)
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Traverse along Canals leading to Claudine’s Cascade (MF)

Maurice in a plunge pool (?DM)

Claudine's Cascade (MF)

Smoke and Steam near Little Monkey Traverse (MF)
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Headlights trace the path of a team descending the Great Canyon heading towards Camp II bivouac site (PO’R)

Exit From The Gouffre Berger

Bottoming party returning from the sump to Puits de l'Ouragan (Hurricane Pitch) (PO’R)
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Bottoming Party - Tony Jarrett, John Parker, Richard Stevenson. - Brew up at Camp II bivouac site (PO’R)

Bottoming Party - John Parker, Paddy O'Reilly, Richard Stevenson (PO’R)
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Last man’s view of Puits de l'Ouragan (Hurricane Pitch) (PO’R)

Gouffre Berger, France

Prussiking up Claudine's Cascade (MF)

Mike Orr starts rope-walking up the long ascent of Puits Aldo (PO’R)
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Mike Orr approaches the mid-point on his final prussik ascent of Puits Aldo (PO’R)

Carl jumaring the top pitch (GLlJ)

Kevin rope-walking up the top pitch, see the rope passing
through the runners of his Neill chest box. (GLlJ)
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Jeff Philips, Pete Lord back from record 9hr 15min sump round trip (GLlJ)

Ponies on the plateau (KO’H)

Post trip Dave, Pete Francis in French caving undersuit (GLlJ)
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My Log
Transcribed from my written log, with various contributions.
See Appendix IV for Pete Francis report to the South Wales Caving Club
Paddy O’Reilly maintained a detailed personal log of his own experiences on the expedition
(Appendix V).

Thursday 31st July 1975
Visited Engins, did first 2 “pitches”
Went to Grenoble with Carl.
Couldn’t shop ‘cos of heat, but got 2 spark plugs and window winder (lève-vitre) from Daf garage.
Shopped (later) in big Hypermarket.
Paddy & Mike arrived to camp at the shakehole with their beer cooler and descended to the Hall of the
Thirteen the next day.
Mike Orr: Paddy and I arrived a day before the rest of you, camping at the shakehole with the beer
cooler and descending to the Hall of the Thirteen the next day. I think the pitches were then rerigged on your 1st August.
Paddy O’Reilly: Did we really look that grubby and hairy? Paddy O’Reilly, Mike Orr, John
Parker, Martin Bishop, Tony Jarrett set off to finish rigging to the bottom. They camped at the
Balcony, then continued to the top of the Little Monkey pitch, where they realised that they didn’t
have enough rope to rig all the way to the bottom, so they headed back out. (PO’R log).
Dave Drew: I was in the second party going down beyond base camp - the team ahead (including
Paddy and Jeff I think) was supposed to rig the cave to the bottom but for some reason could not
get further than the Little Monkey pitch so we rigged that and the Hurricane. I was mainly with Sue
Jordan and can't remember who else was in the party.
Jeff Phillips: We camped high up and one day we were in the middle of a thunderstorm and all our
hair (We had lots in those days) stood on end. And there was a plug of snow in a doline on the way
to the Berger. Plus cleaning my teeth in Cotes du Rhone wine which was easier to get than water.
Friday 1st August
Paddy & Mike & Hywel started rigging, got to Camp 1.
Followed by J. Parkins crowd – Camp 1,
and then by Maurice, Carl & Chuck who got to top of Aldo’s
I went over to show Parkin’s crowd path to Berger. They took half of the South Wales gear. I moved rest
from cattle grid to Paddy’s camp.
Then went shopping with Kevin, Tish & Deirdre in Autrans & Villard de Lans.
Saturday 2nd
Kevin, Carl & I set off to go to Camp 1, persuaded to go in dry grots.
Hywel lost jumars from previous day (hidden in a grike), but caught us up.
Big pitches follow one after another: Ruiz, Cairn Hall, Garby’s, Gouchards. Relay Pits, Aldo’s. All 30m
or more.
Finally racked down, along a short passage & suddenly out into a big passage. Hywel went on to try &
catch Martyn and crowd (Peter, Dave & Bomber)
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Kevin, Carl & I trogged on along a BIG passage, climbing over boulder piles and through “Lake
Cadoux”, luckily not present.
Then a short bit and out into Bourgin Hall with lots of stalagmites.
On & On with the Little Generals Cascade with a foot in the water. & Cascade of the Tyrolean where
Kevin’s light went out.
Then the Big Rubble Heap, what a wilderness, what a size, what huge boulders, what a steep slope!
Thought our lights were going out, cos we couldn’t see walls or roof.
Down & Down, then start of red and orange formations and Camp 1 with its trickle onto a stalagmite.
Here met Hywel, down into Hall of 13. Saw big stalagmites and gour pools. Kevin’s photo.
Had yet another drink.
Cooked “Chicken Orientale” - great, needed it too. Hywel’s pegs for spoons. Spent a cold, damp
miserable night on a “shelf” of rock.
4 hours to Camp 1.
Sunday 3rd
Back out & that climb up the Great Rubble Heap incredible, just on & on & on …
Back, Hywel caught us up after chatting to Martyn at Camp 1 – who had been to Claudine’s and found
ladder and diving tackle.
Back to pitches drinking as often as possible.
Organised foot loops, everything else OK. Kevin up first, then I went, things worked great. Steady small
steps, no stops.
Relay Pits OK
Gonchards OK
Bit of Meanders with stemples and drops – pics
Garby’s. Pitch great but
a) Hywel had lit fire – what a fog
b) Kevin left rope in narrows, only got up by using spare perlon as tail.
Cairn Hall a bastard, wet and awkward, also needed a tail
Holiday Pitches OK
Ruiz very long, but beautifully engineered
Top
Walked back in 50 minutes to Food & Bar.
Paddy O’Reilly: with John Parker and friends finally completed the bottoming trip. (PO’R log).
August 9th. Jeff Philips and Pete Lord completed a record 9hr 15 min surface to sump to surface round
trip. This knocked over 2 hours off the previous record and showed the benefit of abseiling and prussiking
on already rigged pitches.
Jeff Phillips: One day I asked Pete if he would come down again. I was fed up hanging around on
the surface. When we got to camp we just kept going til we got to the sump. Without gear it was so
much easier.
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POSTSCRIPT
We also did a detackling trip and were impressed with the amount of wear that a smooth rock surface
could inflict on the rope where it wasn’t protected. Nearly through the sheath.
We had an end of trip sale of our own tackle and of that recovered from sump pools by Martyn.

Other Trips to Gouffre Engins, Cuves de Sassenage, Grotte de Choranche, Grotte de la Luire
also the Vercors Plateau and on the drive back stopped at Chartres Cathedral
Geological
Bedding plane readings
Right wall of Great Boulder Heap

015° - 28°E

Germain Hall – right wall

040° – 30°SE

Surface

Horizontal

Fossils
Crinoids, bivalves, gastropod indet.
Glaciated lapiaz
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Expedition Celebration Dinner

Clockwise: Martyn Farr, Mike Orr, Susan & Paddy O’Reilly, Deirdre & Maurice Neill, Gareth Ll. Jones (KO’H)
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Touring The Region

Cliffs at north edge of Vercors plateau (GLlJ)

Bourne Gorge (GLlJ)
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Bourne Gorge (KO’H)

Tish, Nerys, Kevin (GLlJ)

Gouffre Berger, France

Bourne Gorge (GLlJ)

Bourne Gorge (GLlJ)
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Carl in the Bourne Gorge (GLlJ)

The River Bourne at Pont en Royans (PO’R)
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Pont en Royans (GLlJ)

Gouffre Berger, France

above Pont en Royans to Grand Goulets (GLlJ)

Grand Goulets, Carl (GLlJ)

Grand Goulets (GLlJ)

Panoramas (GLlJ)
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Cuves de Sassenage

Grotte de Choranche
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Chartreuse (GLlJ)

Chartres Cathedral group (GLlJ)

Gouffre Berger, France

Hywel and the sunflowers (GLlJ)

Detail (GLlJ)
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Chartres Cathedral (GLlJ)
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On our return, we appeared in the Belfast
Telegraph August 1975 (above and left)

The Evening Press

Whilst Maurice and I were interviewed on
Ulster Television about the expedition.
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APPENDIX I
BERGER WATERPROOF CONTAINERS
Kevin O’Hagan
The can was probably originally a container for some sort of oil, perhaps vegetable oil. A hole was cut in the front
centre (180mm x 155mm). A metal inner plate (220mm x 160mm) with lugs welded on, drilled to take a short bolt at
each end, also welded, was sized to cover the hole on the inside but capable of being removed through the hole. A
rectangle of inner car tube was set over this plate, with the bolts going through it, so that it was between the metal and
the plastic can. Hope that’s clear.
The outer plate, aluminium, (240mm x 200mm) obviously had to be larger than the hole. Holes were drilled to
accommodate the bolts on the inner plate. Neoprene was stuck round the edges of this plate and round the boltholes
to make watertight.

Instructions: - insert inner plate and rubber seal into the aforesaid hole in the can and align correctly (portrait mode).
It will be necessary to grip one of the short bolts between finger and thumb while lining up the holes in the outer
plate with the bolts. Attach one wing nut (only one wing on these – easier to turn when hands are cold or wearing
gloves or can be given a sharp knock) to keep inner plate from falling and with a bit of juggling get the second bolt
into its hole. Attach other wing nut and tighten up well to ensure Neoprene creates watertight seal. Throw into the
river and see if it floats and there are no leaks, but before you do attach rope to the built-in handle so you don’t lose
it. Simple!!
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APPENDIX II
NEILL BOX
Maurice Neill
Maurice Neill developed a double roller chest box to keep the prussiker vertical whilst climbing the rope. Here are his
explanations and designs. The Neill Box was used successfully on the Berger expedition, though it had occasional
problems exiting the awkward tops of pitches (GLlJ).
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APPENDIX III
ACCOUNTS
Jeff Phillips
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Appendix IV
Pete Francis report carried in
South Wales Caving Club Newsletter no. 86, 1977

Berger Log
Book
Paddy
O’Reilly
August
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